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This pack includes – for the first time – 3 brand new exclusive presets exclusively composed by ANOTHER!! | FISTICHAEL |
METHODIST | DANNY | DANIEL Note: Vengeance is back with a Vengeance! The long awaited sample pack has arrived at
last: “Vengeance Essential Clubsounds Vol. 4”! With an intensive development . This pack includes – for the first time – 3
brand new exclusive presets exclusively composed by ANOTHER!! | FISTICHAEL | METHODIST | DANNY | DANIEL A
fast paced, dynamic, and aggressive trap sound that will help you get your next hit! |...| VENGEANCE | IS BACK WITH A
VENGEANCE!!! FreeKontrol was born at the beginning of the 2012. After reading an article on Producers & Engineers that
used a very specific type of Microphone, we were amazed and wanted to have this quality in our Sounds. This is when we got
started and released “The Drops” product. This product has been growing and has allowed us to bring the Pro’s and Sound
Designers of the world the sounds that they desire! FULL BODY DROPS * The heart of FK is the Full Body Drop product. We
have put in an insane amount of time in order to come up with the best sound on the market. We take pride in our products and
the sounds that we craft. NOISE RELIABLE * FK has evolved over the years. With FK V2 we made some major improvements
and added a couple new elements. We’re constantly pushing our sound to improve and grow and have incorporated new sounds
into the FK formula. BEST SOUNDING * The FK Sounds are designed to sound best across all DAWS, and that is what we do.
We are always creating new sounds and new concepts to make your music sound amazing. FEATURE * The FK Sounds have
been designed with the user in mind and that is what makes them special. We are constantly adding new features to the FK
Sounds that make them just that little bit more special. PHILOSOPHY * We are musicians, so we understand music first hand.
This is why our Sounds are created with the user in mind. We are the creators and we love to create new sounds and explore new
possibilities. We hope that our Sounds bring 82157476af
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